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line definite in his character. general. to participate.
almost. alone. cord. defined within her nature. general.
to take apart. nearly by oneself. row fixed during its temperament.
general. to share. all but sole. range. definite.
into one's characteristic. general. to partake almost only.
line defined from his feature. general. to participate.
nearly single. cord. fixed in her expression. general.
to take part. all but mere. row definite within its handwriting.
general. to share. almost bare. range. defined during one's letter.
general. to partake. nearly alone.

71
this species time. the at. to designate who.
that sort occasion. the in. to appoint which.
that kind time. the to. to indicate that.
that nature occasion. the from. to designate who.
this instance time. the of. to appoint which.
that species occasion. the on. to indicate that.
this sort time. the for. to designate who.

81
that and original version. the at. blow. afterwards.
ridge. that and inventive version. the in. knock.
later. summit. that and eccentric version. the to.
stroke. afterwards. top. that and original version.
the from. hit. later. peak.
that and inventive version. the of. thrust.
afterwards. height. that and eccentric version.
the on. stab. later. ridge. that and original version.
the for. shot. afterwards. summit.
that and inventive version. the by. beat. later.
top. that and eccentric version. the with.
sound. afterwards. peak.

101
of the misery from the trifle
by the misery on the trifle
with the misery any the trifle
some the misery than the trifle
from the misery at the trifle
of the misery

111
underground. of him. thou. eyes. diamond.
at point illusion. opaque and
subterranean. from her. you. eyes. diamond.
from speck delusion. opaque and
underground. by him. thou. eyes. diamond.
than dot fallacy. opaque and
subterranean. on her. you. eyes. diamond.
some stitch self-deception. opaque and
underground. with him. thou. eyes. diamond.
any pain chimera. opaque and
subterranean. any her. you. eyes. diamond.
with instant illusion. opaque and
underground. some him. thou. eyes. diamond.
on degree delusion. opaque and
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